From smartphones to home appliances, seemingly everything we use in our personal lives depends on the internet. It’s no different for financial institutions that also rely on connectivity to complete transactions, process data and deliver the type of experience today’s consumer expects.

So why trust one of your most important utilities to an internet service provider (ISP) that doesn’t understand how financial institutions work?

This question fueled CSI’s development of CSINet, a robust internet platform—built and deployed on our enterprise-level secure infrastructure—to serve the specific needs of financial institutions. CSINet gives you comprehensive, secure and scalable internet service without the financial and personnel overhead associated with management.

Additional Security Benefits

The security of your institution is critical, that’s why every CSINet environment is shielded by multiple layers of security, including:

- Customizable Content Filtering
- Traffic Replay and Monitoring
- Proxied Connections
- Enhanced Firewall Service
- Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
- Network-Based Malware Protection
- Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Protection

To learn more about CSINet, contact us at getresults@csiweb.com.